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As a ruddy storm surged from Oedipus’ punched out eyes, he told his eyes 
that they would no longer see what should never have been seen. This ad-
dress extends beyond the negation of Jocasta’s corpse, and carries us even 
further than the inversion of Berkeley’s esse est percipi, into a grammar 
of the gaze: the singularity of what is seen dies in the universality of what 
can and cannot be seen. Every man holds in him that which riots before 
his visage at the moment of death, and at once the unknowability of death 
itself. To see what should never have been seen is to transgress this thresh-
old: the visionary perceives for a moment the back of his own head. If the 
artist’s gaze differs from other gazes, it is differentiated by this quality of 
perception.

This volume could be our contemporary Las Meninas. The portraits are at 
once of artists and of the mechanism of making portraits: the camera and 
photographer are present in every pictured eye. There is no pronoun for 
the self contemplating itself as an object (this is precisely why Velasquez’s 
experiment baffles us today), and it is similarly this impossibility of syntax 
that gives Letbetter’s images their bewildering clarity. The refreshment that 
results can be likened to perceptual rebirth, and to a stringing together of 
such births, as the idiom of one gaze and another en face.

 
Solomon Rino



It can be of interest for an artist to mine one’s work rather than explore the 
world for new approaches. Having exposed thousands of negatives and 
millions of pixels in a myriad of contexts I begin to wonder if I have prop-
erly considered my output. A life in photography can be much more than 
being the intrepid observer. In an image obsessed age, where everyone 
seems to be a photographer, the role of the visual artist must shift. How 
many of us raise our cameras, only to realize peripherally that others have 
already responded to the same subject with their own cameras? This has 
the chilling effect of hearing a joke, to which someone else is already laugh-
ing. One’s own laughter withers in the throat.

At an exhibition of Dorothea Lange at SFMOMA in 1994 it was not her work 
nor the curation that impressed me, but by the range of prints. On view 
were photos seemingly recovered from the Farm Security Administration 
floors. I revelled in the privilege of seeing the incredible breadth of silver 
prints. Any serious darkroom worker loves the near misses, the odd, mis-
takenly rendered tones, the occasional dismal lack of contrast, prints found 
the next day in the trash bin with unintended solarizations – all affectionate 
touchstones for a truly chemically based photographer. 

Lange’s silver prints reminded me of the many, fabulously out of tune, ivory 
keyed upright pianos in the Southern Baptist church in Michigan where I 
was raised. Long before there was a John Cage, I loved the timbre of those 
challenged instruments. Now such sounds have been sanctioned in concert 
halls on toy and prepared pianos. In the light of awkward music and un-
even photographic prints of long ago, I embrace the imperfections of these 
images of eyes, parts of negatives intended for wholly other purposes.

These images are cropped from full frame portraits shot with an 8 x 10 inch 
camera. Cropping and enlargement allow for detail otherwise unavailable, 
even after a careful study of the original. The portrait series is an inquiry 
into the notion that artists look out of their eyes differently. Can looking into 
their eyes offer an insight into this different aspect? An exploration of eyes 
is nothing new in photography, certainly from Man Ray and Bill Brandt but 
also in art and literature from Fayum mummy portraits, Bunuel, Bataille, 
Freud, Oursler, and Rembrandt.

The eyes are taken from portraits of some of the following people, most 
of whom live in the Bay Area, most of whom are kind. They include poets, 
painters, sculptors, musicians, filmmakers, designers, composers, photog-
raphers, curators, thinkers, philosophers, actors, historians and a cybertnet-
icist:

John Jehu, Jack Werner Stauffacher, Dmitri Smirnov, Jean-Benoit Levy, 
John Berry, Jonathan Clark, Leo Holub, Zuzanna Licko, Rudy Vanderlans, 
Slobodan Dan Paich, Dominic Angerame, Jim Faris, Naomie Kremer, Mike 
Kuchar, Mauro Panzeri, Ira Nowinski, Michelle Vignes, Chuck Byrne, Ca-
trina Kaupat, George Kuchar, Leo Miller, Judy Dater, Paul Pangaro, Stephen 
DeStaebler, Danae Mattes, Maestro Donald Runnicles, Mihai Nadin, Sandro 
Berra, Eric Kroll, Thomas Franco, Nathan Garland, Herbert Gold, Michael 
Harvey, Bill Berkson, Colter Jacobson, Fritz Rauh, Bill Williams, Nathaniel 
Dorsky, Robert Flynn Johnson, Nathan Oliveira, Jack Hirschman, David 
Schubert, Rachel Kenstowicz, Jerome Tarshis, Etel Adnan, Simone Fattal, 
Rondal Partridge, Mason Bates, Kevin Killian, Howard Junker, Alain Ber-
taud, Solomon Rino, Andrew Hoyem, Nazila Ghazi, Norma Cole, Amy Claire 
Trachtenberg, Charles Amirkhanian, Gay Outlaw, Joseph Bacon, William 
Winant, Josefa Vaughn, Charles Boone, Christopher Grubbs, Eric Karpeles, 
Peter Selz, Eileen Gunn, Ruth Felt, Matthew Carter, Grey Brechin, Chip Lord, 
Peter Rutledge Koch, Neeli Cherkovski.

This first issue is dedicated to Michael Harvey. I intend to publish four is-
sues a year in a limited print edition with digital versions available online.

Dennis Letbetter
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One eye looks within, the other eye looks without.
    

Henri Cartier-Bresson


